Let me see~

Are my sons and daughters doing well?

Map of the global VLBI antennas

Recording the celestial coordinates,
measuring the radio sources and
determining the ground positions

Huh? L
man is o*ok! The
Jeong-ho Kim
!
SEJONG

The man who made
a map of Korea in
1861

Uh? The earth is
changing now!

(KOREA)

*He (Pen name Gosanja;
'the guy of old mountain',
1804-1866?) was a
Korean geographer and
cartographer

THE HUB OF

SPACE GEODESY

International VLBI Network is a very long yardstick which is installed on the earth
surface for measuring the earth precisely
The earth consists of 10 plates and it is moving slowly~
The earthquake occurs when the plates collide each other or move away from the
other plates~!
A geodetic VLBI technique can be a good sensor to investigate the plate motions between
the continents because VLBI technique can detect the plate movements by mm-level

Korea peninsula is moving towards the southeast direction at 3. 5cm/year and Japan is also
moving towards Hawaii at 6cm/year
The distance between Korea and Japan has been close about 4m during the last century

The irregular change of the earth rotation makes
time-differences. Geodetic VLBI is in charge of
studying for the earth rotation axis and providing
the basic data of the universal time by calculating
the changes in the day-length from the cumulated
data of time-differences

Rough map
▲
Cheonan

◀ Gongju

The crustal movements

Jochiwon industrial complex
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By a train
Ride a bus (620) in front of the Jochiwon station
(Saemaeul or Mugunghwa) → Walk about 15 minutes
from the annex of the Sejong city hall

Miho river
Moonjuri

By a bus

Yeongi three-way
intersection

The Space, the earth and
the human become the one

Specialty of VLBI and GPS
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annex of the
Sejong city hall
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Daejeon Multifunctional Administrative City
▼

Wolsan bridge

Kum river

Space Geodetic Observation Center
- Latitude : 37˚ 16' 33.3659'' - Longitude : 127˚ 03' 14.8913''
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By a private car (use a navigation)
▶ Gyeongbu express Cheongwon IC → To Multifunctional
Administrative City → To the right of the Wolsan crossroad
→ Space Geodetic Observation Center
▶ Cheonan-Nonsan express Jeongan IC → Into the
Eomool turner → Mirinae-ro → To the left as direction to
the Osong station → Hannuri-daero → Space Geodetic
Observation Center

◀

VLBI

At once, I have the best performance
to measure thousands of Km to the
mm-level

on

Space Geodetic
Observation Center

GPS
I am very good at measuring
short distance
But not good in long distance

wo
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IC

▶

Land a bus stop of the Sejong government →
Ride a bus (620) → Walk about 15 minutes from the annex
of the Sejong city hall

http://vlbi.ngii.go.kr
(Zip code) 339-821
276-71, Wolsangongdan-ro, Yeongi-myeon, Sejong-si
Tel : 044-860-4000
Fax : 044-860-4030

National Geographic Information Institute

Space Geodetic Observation Center
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Korea VLBI system for geodesy
Geodetic VLBI(Very long Baseline Interferometry)

The Space, the earth and the human become the one

Measuring the earth by the QUASAR

Main activities and Missions

What is the Geodesy?

Space geodetic
observations Center

What is the VLBI?
VLBI(Very Long Baseline Interferometry)
VLBI is a geometric technique which measures the time difference in the arrival of a radio
wavefront emitted by a distant astronomical radio source (typically a quasar) between at
least two Earth-based radio telescopes.
Knowing the time difference, and the angular separation between the viewpoint and the
baseline between the antennas of the telescopes, the distance between the telescopes
can be determined.

• articipation for the international VLBI
observation programs
• Production of high-quality geodetic data

Korea Geodetic VLBI antenna “Sejong”

•O
 ffering global geodetic results
• S upporting international joint
research cooperation system
* Participated in 16 countries around the world

Comparison

(Correlation processing)

Time difference

Recording

Time difference

International GNSS Service

Analysis

Baseline
and
coordinate
calculation

International Laser Ranging Service

Hydrogen maser
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right ascension

system (ITRF)
•Managing the celestial reference
frame (ICRF)
•Determining the earth rotation
parameters*

GLOBAL
PUBLICATION

* Precision, Nutation and UT1

Construction of the spatial information ecosystem with space geodetic techniques(VLBI, GNSS,
SLR and etc)

2. Aiming for realization of the GGOS(Global Geodetic Observation System) in Korea
Hydrogen maser
A hydrogen maser
has 1 second error
in 300 million years,
so it can precisely
measure the arrived
time of radio wave
from QUASAR.

Mission

ecliptic

•Managing the world geodetic

▶ E stablishing the Korean reference system and creation for the spatial information
▶ E stablishing to mm-level geodetic reference system with cm-level spatial information service
▶ Introduction of various space geodetic techniques

What is the QUASAR

QUASAR are the inner core of active
galaxies in billions of the light-years
away from the earth. It is about trillions
times brighter than the Sun, located the
end of the space, and doesn't move.
That's why it is the criteria to measure
the position in the space.

declination

vernal equinox

1. Construction of the spatial information ecosystem in Korea

Velocity of radio wave

QUASAR: QUASi-stellAR radio source

celestial equator

A position measurement system in the space
●ICRF(International Celestial Reference Frame)
ICRF represents the positions in the space by right ascension and
declination based on the vernal equinox and equatorial plane in the
celestial sphere.
▶ Right ascension : An angle from the hours of vernal equinox to the hours of the target

International Earth Rotation and
Reference Systems Service (IERS)

Vision and Missions
Vision

×

North celestial pole

equator

International VLBI Service (IVS)

Hydrogen maser

inclination
celestial sphere

terrestrial
sphere

Principle of VLBI

Time difference in the
arrival of radio wave

• Monitoring the Korean horizontal origin point
• Monitoring Korean crust displacement
• Researching for dynamic geodesy
• Research and development using space geodetic techniques
• Model studies for space geodetic error components
• Researching for disaster investigation

Geodesy is the science which measures the earth by definition about shape, size, gravitation field of the earth.
It determines the celestial position in the space.
Therefore, geodesy defines the coordinates and the ellipsoid on the earth for describing its movements.

▶ Introduction the SLR(Satellite Laser Ranging) technique for the GGOS
▶ F ostering for integration R&D of the Space Geodetic techniques
▶ E xpand organization to the National Space Geodetic Center

South celestial pole

▶ Declination : An angle from equatorial plane of the celestial sphere to the target
▶ Vernal equinox : An intersection of the ecliptic and the equator.

celestial meridian

A position measurement system on the earth
●ITRF(International Terrestrial Reference Frame)
ITRF defines position and the attitude on the earth. It’s origin point is the same with mass
center of the earth. A position expresses the latitude and the longitude on the surface of
the earth.
▶ L atitude is a geographic coordinate that specifies the north-south position of a point on the earth's surface
▶ L ongitude is a geographic coordinate that specifies the east-west position of a point on the earth's surface

Greenwich
meridian

GRS80 ellipsoid

Latitude
Logitude
Y

X

equator

●The horizontal origin point of the Republic of Korea ("National Geographic Information Institute" in Suwon)
▶ The initial point of the land survey
▶ The astronomical longitude and latitude were determined by precision measurement in December 1985
▶ Geographic longitude and latitude were determined by the ITRF in June 2002
▶ Based on the origin point more than 25,000 national reference points were installed
▶ Latitude : 37˚ 16' 33.3659''
▶ Longitude : 127˚ 03' 14.8913''

A position measurement system in Korea
National reference points are survey marker. They are installed in throughout the
country to make survey more accuracy and efficiency. NGII serves spatial information
such as latitude, longitude, height and cartesian coordinate to the people. It is also
being used in the filed of standard/public survey, cadastral, GIS, disaster prevention
study, navigation and leisure.

VLBI
GNSS station
Unified Control Point

Leveling point

3. Enhancing the global role of NGII
▶ E nhancing cooperation with other countries by joining the GGOS
▶ Enhancing the role for the disaster prevention(UN-GGIM, UNOOSA)
▶ Enhancing the international status and accountability of NGII by the National Space Geodetic Center

Z

ITRF2000
coordinates system

triangulation point

Geodetic VLBI

GNSS station

Unified Control Point

National control point
operating system
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